Testimonials

February 9, 2012: Beth, Lily & Jennie, USA

Amazing lattes & marsala ice tea! Loved the Woody’s
breakfast—definitely put it on the menu; and couldn’t
get enough of the grilled cheese. The guesthouse was
quiet, relaxing & had the best view on the island. Thank
you for taking great care of us & letting us enjoy your
little piece of heaven on Koh Mak.

Winter 2011/2012
December 5, 2011: Kerstin, Germany

I had a very nice stay and very comfortable also
because there is always a slight breeze.

February 15, 2012: Christoph & Anne, Germany

December 6, 2011: Patti, Thailand

Excellent place, amazing view, wonderful stylish rooms.
Highly recommended.

5-Star! Nice, cozy place. Great hospitality. Wonderful
location. I had a very relaxing and enjoyable time
staying here.

February 20, 2012: Patrick, Canada

Merci pour votre accueil chaleureux, votre merveilleuse roti;
et pour le partage de vos opinion sur la culture…Bon Succes

December 26, 2011: Mikel, USA

Thank you!! Very nice & quiet. Easy walk to beaches.
Great hosts. We loved the quiet privacy!

February 21, 2012: Peter & Ay, USA & Thailand

December 27, 2011: Guilaine, France & UK

From the best bed on Koh Mak, to the best breakfast,
best coffee, best view (sitting atop the highest hill
plumb centred in this little paradise) and best sunsets
of our trip (apart of course from the Salar in Bolivia that
is) so far. Our thanks to hosts Allen and Kat for their
wonderful hospitality which reflects them perfectly – a
mix of old school North American customer service with
the attention to detail and a creative, discreet, refined
Asian understatement. Soft opening in the coming
weeks in time for the height of the season, I have no
doubt that Thaidaho Vista will be charting very highly
on tripadvisor in the months to come.
January 1, 2012: Joost & Inga, Holland

We’ve had a very nice stay here; a great room with a great
view! It’s a pity that we got to spend only two days here.
Great hospitality & thanks for inviting us for New Year’s Eve!
January 16, 2012: Oliver & Kerstin, Germany

The best burgers I’ve had in a long time…Ay’s first! Great
atmosphere (music, view, etc.) and wonderful hosts.
February 22, 2012: Veronika, Germany

Best cappuccino in Thailand!
March 20, 2012: Nattirot, Thailand

Wonderful place, good view, good location and most
important, very friendly :)
March 23, 2012: Claudia & Viola, Germany

If we drink coffee in the future, we will always think about
the perfect place and the fantastic view with you…the
really lovely persons. Thanks Kat & Allen for the nice time.
March 24, 2012: Lars & Sina, Germany

This place is the best of Koh Mak. You feel like making
holiday with a family. Kat & Allen know how to make
their guests happy. Thank you for this great time. We will
come back! : )
March 26, 2012: Melissa & Daniel, USA, UK & Israel

Thank so much for the lovely stay here with you at
Thaidaho Vista. The view is breathtaking and the
atmosphere more than friendly!

Thanks for being such great hosts! Our stay was just what
we needed after a month of non-stop travel. The view’s
fantastic; the food is great; and the coffee is the best we
had in Asia! We so appreciate the hospitality!!

January 17, 2012: Ineke, Australia & Holland

Thanks for the wonderful stay. Best view, clean & quiet
guesthouse. We could have stayed another month! Best
coffee on the island, too! Keep up the good work Kat & Allen.
January 18, 2012: Robin & Doug, Canada

This place can be summed up in one word: spectacular!!!
You guys are in a groove; keep doing whatever it is you’re
doing as it’s working. Thanks a million for everything!
January 24, 2012: Carsten & Kerstin, Germany & China

A home away from home! Well, with a much better view
and excellent service! Thank you for the wonderful time!
February 5, 2012: Christian, Germany

March 29, 2012: Eline & Claire, Netherlands

Super coffee and banana pancakes with cinnamon :)
Perfect place to be and relax
March 31, 2012: Herbert, Germany

I came to Koh Mak the first time and found this place
while walking around the island. Already I had checked
in at another place, but I decided immediately to
move to Thaidaho Vista. I could not stay longer than
two nights, but it would be worth it to stay two weeks
and enjoy the place, the huge breakfasts and friendly
couple of Allen & Kat.
April 10, 2012: Nelson & Pui, USA & Thailand

Just came back from Koh Kood because I missed the
spirit of Koh Mak. Why move to other place if you are in
paradise? It’s just right here. Thank you again!

Great coffee, good breakfasts! Love your plans for (green)
energy, water & other eco concerns.
April 15, 2012: Nirand, Thailand

February 7, 2012: Aiona & Richard, Australia

Hands down the best banana pancakes in the world!
Yum! Thank you Allen & Kat for a most enjoyable stay at
your beautiful Vista. Your experience & knowledge of
Koh Mak was very insightful & helpful.
See you next time we are in town!
more
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I’m so impressed with the Vista Room view, really beautiful.
Thanks for the hospitality that made us feel like this is our
home. The coffee & banana roti are especially awesome.

www.thaidaho.com

